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ABSTRACT 
 EPR is a large advanced evolutionary PWR resulting from extensive French-German cooperation. After a 
decade of design which associated the power plant vendors, Framatome and Siemens KWU (whose nuclear 
activities have since been merged to form Framatome ANP, now an AREVA and Siemens company), Electricité 
de France (EDF) and the major German utilities as well as the safety authorities from both countries, EPR has 
now begun its industrial life. A first unit is under construction in Finland, a second unit has been decided by EDF 
in France. Chinese perspectives and North America markets evolutions are contributing to the growing feeling of 
a nuclear renaissance.  
EPR projects are on track to meet the needs.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
  By the late 90s as a result of work jointly performed by the EPR industrial partners and various Safety 
organizations (the French Safety Authority, German Safety Experts, the French and German Technical Support 
Organizations IRSN and GRS), construction of a first EPR unit was a possibility. This became a reality following 
the international competitive bid process which took place between October 2002 and December 2003 in Finland. 
On December 18, 2003, Teollisuuden Voima Oy (TVO) and the consortium led by Framatome ANP, including 
SIEMENS Power Generation, signed a contract for the turnkey supply of both Nuclear and Turbine Islands. 

Following this pioneering move by the Finnish utility, EPR’s deployment is now shifting into high gear: 
• In fall 2004, the French utility EDF decided to launch the first French EPR and selected the Flamanville 

site on the Normandy coast. 
• Following the international RFQ launched by China end of September 2004 for Generation 3 reactors, 

AREVA decided to submit a proposal based upon the EPR.  
• Decision was also taken begining 2005 to licence the EPR design on the North American markets. 

 
2. MAIN STEPS OF THE EPR DEVELOPMENT 
  Framatome and Siemens in cooperation with EDF and major German utilities, have been active since 1992, 
in the development of the European Pressurized Water Reactor (EPR). After a careful evaluation of specific 
passive safety features, it was decided to design the EPR following an evolutionary approach: the advantage of 
founding an advanced design on operational experience from approximately 100 nuclear power plants constructed 
by Framatome and Siemens was deemed by the designers to be quite important. 
 The French and German Safety Authorities agreed. They advocated a common safety approach for future 
nuclear power plants and an evolutionary design was their preference. 
 Besides the French-German cooperation of vendors, utilities and authorities, the European utilities, including 
TVO, cooperated on a much broader basis for the establishment of the European Utilities Requirements (EUR). 
During the development process of the EPR Basic Design, design features were continuously assessed against 
these EUR to ensure full compliance. 
 At the end of the Basic Design phase, a Standard Preliminary Safety Analysis Report and a bill of materials 
were generated. Exhaustive cost analyses demonstrated particularly low power generation costs, thus ensuring 
EPR competitiveness against alternative means for electric power generation. 
 The Basic Design of the EPR has been extensively reviewed by the Safety Authorities and their support 
organizations IRSN (French Institute for Radiological Protection and Nuclear Safety) and GRS (Germany’s 
central expert institution for nuclear safety). This review gave rise to a set of Technical Guidelines drawn up by 
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the "Groupe Permanent Réacteur" (French Advisory Group to the Safety Authorities) together with German 
Experts which were submitted to the French Safety Authorities in November 2000. 

 
3. EVOLUTIONARY DESIGN 

3.1. MAIN SAFETY AND DESIGN OPTIONS 
  In compliance with the rules established by the French and German nuclear Safety Authorities for the next 
generation of PWRs, the EPR designers established the following principles: 
− An "evolutionary" design, to achieve the maximum benefit from the accumulated experience in designing and 

operating the PWR units now in service in France and Germany and in the countries where Framatome and 
Siemens exported their technologies (Belgium, Brazil, China, Korea, South Africa, Spain, Switzerland). 

− An enhanced safety level. On the one hand, a decreased core melt probability has been achieved by improving 
the availability of the safety systems. On the other, design features have been incorporated to limit 
radiological consequences in case of a severe accident. For accidents without core melt, the architecture of the 
peripheral buildings as well as the associated ventilation systems eliminate the necessity of protective 
measures for people living near the damaged NPP unit. In the highly improbable, but nevertheless envisaged 
situation of a core melt accident at low pressure, the reinforced reactor building and specific palliative devices 
will limit radioactive releases. Only a few limited protective measures would be required. Lastly, the reactor 
design and the confinement concept eliminate situations that could lead to large early releases. 

− Integration of the operation constraints at a very early stage of the design. In-depth work has been done 
during the Basic Design phase to reduce collective personnel radiation exposure to a minimum. Equipment 
maintenance has been enhanced by good accessibility. Finally, the human factor was integrated into the 
design to minimize the potential for human error in the operation of EPR units. 

 EPR safety options have been officially approved by French Safety Authorities in September 2004. 

 
3.2. APPLICATION OF THE DEFENSE-IN-DEPTH PRINCIPLE 
  Defense-in-depth remains a basic principle underlying the EPR design philosophy. The INSAG 
(International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group of the IAEA) recommendations to improve the practical application 
of this principle in next-generation reactors have been followed. Five different levels of defense have been 
identified. 
  The first level pertains to preventive measures designed to reduce the occurrence frequency of abnormal 
situations. The second level integrates all of the control and limitation systems that can intervene to limit the 
amplitude of transients that may result from the failure of the first level of defense. The third level includes all the 
safeguard systems designed to control the consequences of accident situations. A systematic analysis of multiple 
failures in redundant systems was conducted on the EPR to show that even in such situations, core melt is avoided. 
  The fourth level of defense-in-depth consists in defining control systems that prevent failure of the 
containment, even in the highly improbable case of a degenerative sequence going all the way to core melt at low 
pressure. The EPR is the advanced reactor design that best integrates this requirement, by limiting itself to simple 
systems, having only a limited impact on the general architecture, and not risking interference with the operation 
of the NPP unit. Finally, the fifth level, concerns the organization, on and off site, that responds to any emergency 
situation that could lead to radioactive releases. Due to the above-described improvements, measures to be 
implemented at this fifth level could be drastically reduced and simplified; they will, however, probably be 
maintained as supplementary precautions. 

 
3.3. MAIN DESIGN AND OPERATING DATA 

Rated thermal NSSS power          4300 - 4500 MWth 

Rated net electrical power             1600 MWe class 

 Reactor coolant system 

Number of loops 4 

Operating pressure 155 bar  

Total flow/loop 28 000 m3/h  

Main steam pressure 78 bar 
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 Core 

Number of fuel assemblies 241  

Number of RCCA 89 

Fuel assembly array 17x17  

Active height 420 cm  

Top mounted in-core instrumentation 

 
3.4. SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE 
  The developed fluid systems architecture was the result of an intensive exchange of information regarding 
design and operating experience between the EPR designers and the participating French and German electric 
utilities.  Using probabilistic evaluations at the outset of the project was useful for defining the following 
principles: 
− Design based on simple principles. 

The most important safety functions are ensured by diversified systems. Combinations of functions that 
would increase the complexity of systems operation have been avoided.  

− Physical separation. 
The different trains of the safeguard systems are installed in four physically separated divisions of the plant. 
Therefore, a common mode failure that might result from internal hazards (flood, fire, etc.) is eliminated. 

− Functional diversity. 
The risk of common mode failures that could affect redundant systems has been reduced by systematically 
seeking functional diversity. If a redundant system is completely lost, there will always be a diversified 
system that can perform this function and bring the EPR unit to safe shutdown. 

− Redundancy. 
Four-train redundancy is used for the main safeguard systems (safety injection, emergency steam generator 
feed water supply) and the associated support systems (electrical power supplies and cooling systems). The 
four-train architecture, along with a four-loop primary system design, contributes to the simplicity of 
operation. It provides flexibility to adapt the design to maintenance requirements during operation as well as 
during outages, when the redundancy level is increased due to lower residual power, and a lower load on the 
systems that may need to intervene.  

 
3.5. I&C DESIGN 
  I&C architecture has been developed to satisfy diversity and reliability requirements. 
  Depending upon the safety requirements the different automation systems are either realized in the safety-
oriented TELEPERM™-XS technology or in the standard TELEPERM-XP technology. The TELEPERM 
technology has been successfully implemented in operating unit upgrades (in Germany and in Eastern Europe) as 
well as in a new project (Tianwan project in China). 

 
3.6. MITIGATION OF SEVERE ACCIDENTS 
  Compliance with safety objectives related to severe accidents led to the incorporation of particular design 
measures:  
− High-pressure core melt situations can endanger the integrity of the containment. In existing NPP units, the 

high reliability of the depressurization and residual heat removal systems make it possible to practically 
exclude this risk. In the EPR, a supplementary line of defense is provided: a set of motor-driven valves 
activated by the reactor operators palliates the potential failure of the other lines of defense. 

− Exclusion of violent phenomena that can result from the production of hydrogen is provided by catalytic re-
combiners (about 40 of them) to consume the hydrogen. The pressure increases that would result from the 
combustion of hydrogen are taken into account in the containment design. 

− Corium spreading and cooling can take place in a dedicated room next to the bottom of the reactor pit, whose 
walls and floor are covered with sacrificial concrete. A cooling structure under the spreading area allows for 
the extraction of the residual heat, the cooling and quick solidification of the corium. The erosion of the 
structural concrete of the base mat is thus prevented. An entirely passive device covers the layer of hot 
material and feeds this cooling structure with water from the In-Containment Refueling Water Storage Tank 
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(IRWST), located next to the corium spreading chamber. In a second phase, after twelve hours, the 
Containment Heat Removal system is started which cools the spreading area. 

− The design and general arrangement of the NPP buildings enables collecting possible leaks through the 
penetrations and filtering them before their release. This design meets the strict radioactive release objective 
imposed for next-generation reactors. 

 
3.7. PLANT LAYOUT AND BUILDING TECHNOLOGY 
  The reactor building is located in the centre of the plot plan. The containment is surrounded by safeguard and 
fuel buildings that contain the safety systems. All safety related systems are designed with a fourfold redundancy 
and located in physically separated divisions. 
  Each division comprises a low-head safety injection/residual heat removal system with a related intermediate 
cooling system, a medium-head injection system and an emergency feed-water system. The related electrical 
systems as well as the instrumentation and control systems are also allocated to these divisions but located on a 
higher building level. 
  The inner containment is a pre-stressed concrete cylindrical wall with an elliptical head and a reinforced 
concrete base mat. A metallic liner fitted on the inner surface ensures the leak tightness of the containment. The 
outer containment is formed by a reinforced cylindrical wall, resting on the same base mat as well as the central 
part of the reinforced concrete dome which serves as protection against external hazards. 
  Since the severe accident mitigation approach imposes special requirements on the confinement function of 
the containment, systems for isolation, retention and control of leakages are required. Leakages through the inner 
containment wall are collected, filtered and released via the annulus air extraction system. 
  Leakages via openings for personnel access or equipment supply are either prevented by permanently closed 
hatches or by air locks with double sealing on both sides. 
  The reactor building, the fuel building and the four safeguard buildings are protected against external hazards, 
such as earthquake and explosion pressure waves. All these buildings are situated on a common raft basement. 
  Protection against aircraft crash is achieved by bunkerization of the safeguard buildings 2 and 3, the reactor 
building and the fuel building. The main control room is located in the bunkered safeguard buildings. 
  Safeguard buildings 1 and 4 are not bunkered but are geographically separated, so that only one division will 
be affected while the other remains operable. 

 
4. COMPETITIVENESS AND CONTRIBUTION TO SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

4.1. EFFICIENCY 
  The EPR has been designed for maximum reactorefficiency with this technology and for the most efficient 
use of fissile material. The core design is compatible with a high discharge burn up. Intrinsically, high discharge 
burnup fuel reduces the volume of the high activity radwaste per unit of energy produced. 
  The secondary pressure (78 bars), which conditions the efficiency of the thermodynamic cycle in the 
secondary system, is the highest of its category. A net efficiency of more than 37 % can be obtained by current 
steam turbines. This is the highest value for a Light Water Reactor. 

 
4.2. REDUCED DURATION OF SCHEDULED REFUELING AND MAINTENANCE OUTAGES 
  Reducing scheduled outage duration to improve overall unit availability was, from the very beginning of this 
project, one of the key objectives. The general layout of the equipment has been designed to facilitate maintenance 
operations. System designs allow the performance of certain maintenance operations while the EPR unit is in 
operation thus reducing the amount of servicing done during outages. A standard refueling outage of less than 16 
days is possible for performing all the necessary operations: reactor cool down, fuel unloading, inspection, 
maintenance, refueling, and then bringing the reactor back to normal operating temperature. 

 
4.3 AVAILABILITY 
  The short-schedule outages and a reduced number of unscheduled outages result in an overall availability of 
92 % over the EPR unit's service life. The latest advances in instrumentation and control systems have been 
incorporated into the design, which enables highly developed surveillance functions to detect any anomaly and 
possibly trigger any limiting action that could prevent the untimely solicitation of a reactor trip system. 
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4.4. SERVICE LIFE 
  The EPR's technical service life is 60 years, maximizing the plant's economic performance. All non-
replaceable equipments, such as the reactor vessel or civil works structures, have been designed to reach this limit. 
All other equipment are designed to ensure a long service life, as well as ease of replacement should that be 
necessary. 

 
4.5. OPTIMIZED GENERAL LAYOUT 
  The general layout clearly separates the different redundancies. In addition, a distinction between limited-
access areas, in which radioactive equipment is located, and areas containing only non-radioactive equipment, 
makes it possible to reduce personnel radiation exposure. The systematic approach to maintenance operations has 
also led to largely dimensioned work areas, to facilitate maintenance operations. 

 
4.6. CONTRIBUTION TO SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
  With a better fuel utilization, reduced waste production, and more electricity generated for the same thermal 
release, EPR represents a landmark towards sustainable development. Compared to the N4 1450 MWe units, EPR: 

• Utilizes 17% less uranium per kWh generated, 

• Produces 15% less actinides per kWh generated, 

• Generates 9% more electricity for the same thermal release 
  Moreover, in terms of footprint, both literally (land use, environmental impact) and figuratively 
(administrative procedures, societal impact), a large reactor, such as the EPR, will be comparable to a significantly 
smaller one, making it an attractive choice when nuclear sites become more difficult to find, which is and will be 
increasingly the case for densely populated areas with the fastest growing energy needs.  
 
 
5. CONSTRUCTION OF THE FIRST EPR IN OLKILUOTO  
  The process leading to the construction of a fifth Nuclear Power Plant started many years ago in Finland. 
The Council of State made a positive decision in principle in January 2001 stating that the construction of a new 
nuclear power plant was in line with the overall good of society. The final political approval was reached when 
the Finnish Parliament approved the Council of State decision in May 2002. The electrical utility TVO issued a 
call for bids at the end of September, 2002. Bids were submitted on March 31st, 2003. In remarkable agreement 
with the initially targeted time schedule, the contract was signed on December 18, 2003 between TVO and the 
consortium made up of Framatome ANP and Siemens Power Generation, respectively to be in charge of the 
Nuclear and Turbine Islands including civil works. The Framatome ANP – Siemens consortium will supply the 
Nuclear Power Plant unit as a turnkey delivery. It is the first new NPP construction in Europe since the 
completion of the N4 program with the commissioning of Civaux 2 in 2002. 
  Main milestones of the Olkiluoto 3 (OL3) project can be summarized as follows: 

Year 2004: 
− Launching of the detail engineering 
− Submittal of the PSAR 
− Forgings procurement and start of machining for primary components 
− Site preparation and excavation work  (customer’s scope of work). 

Year 2005: 
− January 24th:  STUK issues its statement of position (no safety-related obstacles for granting the OL3 

construction licence).     
− February 1st: Handover of the construction site to the OL3 consortium.  
− February 17Th: Finnish Government grants the Construction Licence of OL3.  
− May: First concrete pouring and beginning of civil work. 

Year 2006: 
− Start of mechanical  installation work  

Year 2007: 
− FSAR issue and  start of commissioning  
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Year 2008: 
− Operation license  

Year 2009: 
− Commercial operation. 
 
 

6. CONSTRUCTION OF A SECOND UNIT IN FRANCE 
  Envisaged for several years, the decision to start the construction of a unit in France has been taken in 2004. 
Independent reviewers such as the French Parliamentary Office for Scientific and Technological Choices 
acknowledged in early 2003 that it was highly desirable to construct the head EPR unit to evaluate its operation 
prior to launching the EPR series to replace first generation NPPs. 
  A large public debate on the energy policy was organized in 2003. One of the issues discussed was wether or 
not it is necessary to build the head EPR unit in advance of the renewal of the EDF fleet. The Minister of Industry 
concluded publicly and clearly that the nuclear option must be kept open and that to reach this goal, an EPR unit 
should be built in France as soon as possible. This proposition was included in the law approved by the Parliament 
in June 2004. A few days after the vote, the EDF board confirmed the commitment in view of the construction of 
an EPR unit. The next step was the selection of the Flamanville site in fall 2004. 
  The public hearing procedure has been launched and EDF has started the site preparation work. 
  First concrete is forecast for 2007 and commissioning in 2012. 

 
7. CHINESE PERSPECTIVES  
  The international call for bids launched end of September 2004 for generation 3 reactors includes 4 nuclear 
islands on a turnkey basis, first cores, localization plan as well as the financing scheme. An extended technology 
transfer is also required. 
  The selected technology should be the basis of the Chinese nuclear program implementation: 32 000 MW 
new capacity will in 2020 supplement the 8 500 MW which are presently in operation or in construction. 
  With a more than 20-year presence in China, AREVA, which wants to contribute to the development of the 
Chinese nuclear program and to capitalize upon the industrial partnerships which have been set up throughout 
previous NPP realizations, has submitted a proposal for 4 EPR nuclear islands including a comprehensive 
technology transfer associated with a localization program aiming at achieving self reliance. 

 
8. NORTH AMERICAN MARKETS APPROACH 
  AREVA has decided to enter an EPR design certification process in the USA and in Canada, in order to be 
ready for new nuclear built with a licensed design when the market opens again at the 2010-2015 horizon.    

 
9. CONCLUSION 
  The construction of the EPR in Finland on the Olkiluoto site is a major milestone in the development of the 
EPR project: the key options and economic merits have been proven in a highly competitive arena. At the 
beginning of the EPR development, a key goal was an international design to ensure wide acceptability of the 
design. Selection of the EPR design by TVO is a substantial step in this direction. A further milestone has been 
the decision to build the head EPR unit in France to prepare for the replacement of the EDF fleet. 
With market drivers leading to resort increasingly to nuclear generated electricity, proven design and large power 
should be attractive features of nuclear power plants.  
EPR holds all the cards to stand out on opening markets, particularly in China. 
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